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Simulation of Unsymmetrical 2-Phase Induction
Machines
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Abstract-The equations which describe the dynamic performance 3) Capacitor-start
of unsymmetrical 2-phase induction machines are established, and 4) Capacitor-start-capacitor-run.
an analog computer representation is developed from these equa-
tions. Computer representations of several single-phase machines In the simulation of the split-phase and capacitor-start
including the split-phase, the capacitor-start, and the capacitor- types of motors, provisions are made for stator switching
start-capacitor-run types of induction motors are developed by during the acceleration period. Also, a method of simulat-
extension and modification of the unsymmetrical 2-phase machine
representation. In these simulations, provisions are made for stator ing an opening and reclosing of a stator phase iS given
switching during the starting period. and used to demonstrate the effects of opening and re-
The results of a computer study which demonstrates the free- closing the main winding of a single-phase induction

acceleration characteristics of the capacitor-start, as well as those motor.
of the capacitor-start-capacitor-run single-phase induction motors,
are given. Computer results which show the decay of the open- BASIC EQUATIONS
circuit terminal voltage and the instantaneous torque during an
opening and reclosing of the main winding are also included. A 2-phase machine with identical rotor windings anid

nonsymmetrical stator windings is commonly considered an
unsymmetrical 2-phase induction machine. In the analysis
of this type of machine, it is generally assumed that

THE VERSATILITY of the analog computer in study-
Iing the dynamic behavior of symmetrical induction 1) Each stator winding is distributed to produce a

1 . . 11 1 * 1 . 1 . ~~~sinusoidal mmf wave in space.machines has been demonstrated in several publications s o mmf wav eingspace.
[]- [51. Analog computer simulations of symmetrical in- 2) The rotor coils or bars are arranged so that, for any
duction machines which enable the engineer to investigate fixed time, the rotor mmf waves can be considered as space
operating conditions which may be prohibitive to ana- sinusoids having the same number of poles as the corre-
lyze or impractical to duplicate experimentally have been sponding stator mmf wave.
shown to be of practical importance [2], [3], [5]. Although 3) The air gap is uniform.
different methods of simulating symmetrical induction 4) The magnetic circuit is linear [6]- [10].
machines are set forth in these references, analog com- In some applications, all four assumptions may not be
puter simulations which may be used to study the tran- valid and it may be necessary to account for important
sient performance of single-phase or unsymmetrical induc- features such as saturation or the harmonic content of the
tion machines have not been given. mmf waves. However, in many applications these idealiz-

In order to apply the analog computer to advantage in ing assumptions, which are usually made for symmetrical
this area, it is desirable to develop a computer representa- and unsymmetrical induction machines, offer a convenient
tion which can easily simulate several types of single-phase and sufficiently accurate means of predicting the transient
iinduction machines. The theory of operation of the un- and steady-state characteristics of induction machines
symmetrical 2-phase induction machine is applicable to a [4], [9], [10]. The idealized machine is particularly useful
wide variety of single-phase induction machines. There- in predicting the effects of the dynamic characteristics of
fore, the equivalent circuit and the computer representa- an induction machine upon the overall response of a sys-
tion of the unsymmetrical 2-phase induction machine will tem in which it is incorporated.
be developed and then modified and extended to describe The equations which describe the transient and steady-
the dynamic performance of various types of single-phase state performance of an idealized unsymmetrical 2-phase
induction machines. In )articular, equivalent circuits and machine can be established by considering the elementary
computer re)resentations are developed and computer re- 2-pole machine shown in Fig. 1. Although it is unnecessary
sults are giveni for the followinig types of motors: at this point in the development to consider specifically the

1) Single-phase stator winding single-phase application of this type of machine, the nota-
2) Split-phase tion commonly used for single-phase induction motors will

be employed where practicable.

Paper 31 TP 65-121, recommended and approved by the Rotating Sicitsasuethtahwndgisitrbedn
Machinery Committee of the IEEE Power Group for presentation such a way that it will produce a sinusoidal mmf wave, it is
at the IEEE Winter Power Meeting, New York, N. Y-, January 31- convenient to portray each winding as an equivalent single
February 5, 1965. Manuscript submitted May 5, 1964; maUde avail- ci.Teeuvln ttrwnig Fg )aei ud
able for printing December 2, 1964.colTheqiaetsarwndgs(g.1aeinu(-The work reported here.wax supported inl part; by th}e Research rature a.nd are denoted as the ein winding and the a winding.
Comnmittee of the University of Wisconsin, Madison.
The author is with the UJniversity of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. Although it may be convenient to collsider these windings
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a - axis Or = angular displacement between stator and rotor
b s

|axes,expressed in electrical radians
Lm = self-inductance of m winding

STATOR <f L ar-axs La = self-inductance of a winding
L2 = self-inductanice of each rotor winding

/\brv- Or Alfn,m2 = amplitude of the mutual inductance between the
a ROTOR - m - xis m winding anid the identical rotor wiindings
\g)ROTATION / ,,l, = amplitude of the mutual inductance between the

r )/ J a windiing and the identical rotor windings.

TRANSFORMATION TO AN Axis OF REFERENCE FIXED
IN THE STATOR

rim r In the case of a symmetrical machine, time-varying co-
22 Nefficients appear in the voltage equations as a result of

Vm Nm N - i2 N2 the variation of the mutual inductances with respect to the
+ 'mn 0 Var or displacement O.r These coefficients can be eliminated by

j r2 Ib, transforming the voltages and currents of both the stator
af \ v + anid the rotor to a common reference frame. When the

STATOR - va + ROTOR Vbr machine is symmetrical, it is convenient to formulate a

Fig. 1. Unsymmetrical 2-phase 2-pole induction machine. change of variables (transformation equations) which
transforms the voltages and currents of both the stator and

as the main and auxiliary windings of a single-phase in- the rotor to an arbitrary reference frame [1], [6], [7].
duction motor, it is unnecessary to affix such designiations The equations obtaiined by such a transformation can then
at this time. The stator windings are unsymmetrical; the be modified to give the equations which describe the be-
windings have an unequal resistance and an unequal num- havior of the symmetrical induction machine in any spe-
ber of turns. The resistance anid the effective number of cific reference frame.
turns of the m winding are denoted as rim and Nm, respec- If either the stator or the rotor of a machine is unsym-
tively. In the case of the a winding, rna and Na denote the metrical, time-varying coefficients will appear in the volt-
resistanice and the effective number of turns. The rotor age equations in all reference frames except the one fixed
windings are in quadrature and are identical; that is, the in the machitne where the asymmetry exists. Therefore, in
wiindings have an identical inumber of effective turns N2, the case of an utnsymmetrical 2-phase induction machine,
anid identical resistance r22. it is convenient to select a reference frame fixed in the
The stator voltage equations are written stator. A chainge of variables which will transform the

stator and rotor voltages and currents to a reference frame
Vm = pXm + imnrim (1) fixed in the stator are expressed as follows:

Va = PXa + iaria (2) Stator

=u fm (9)Thle rotor voltage equations are written

Var = PXar + iarl22 (3) fd, = f. (10)
Rotor

Ver = PXhr + ibrr22. (4)
fqr = far Cos fr - fbr Sill 0r (1r)

In the voltage equations just givein, X = the total flux
linkages of a particular winding and p = the operator d/dt. fdr = -far sin Or fbr cos Or. (12)
With the sinusoidally distributed windings portrayed as These equations of transformation can be correlated to

single equivalent coils, the mutual coupling between an the angular relation of the axes shown in Fig. 2. It is
e(luivalent stator coil and an equivalent rotor coil can be arbitrarily assumed that, at time 0, the rn, ar, and q axes
expressed as a sitnusoidal function of the anigular displace- Coincide. The variable f can represent either voltage, cur-
itnet between their magnietic axes. Therefore, the flux- reint, or flux liinkage; for example,
litnkage equations can be written as follows:

Vq18 Vm (13)
Am = Lmjm7 + Mm, cos OTiar - Mm,s sin O,4b? (5) i = (14)

Xa = Laja + Ma, sin OTiar ± Ma, cos Oribr (6) Xqls = >m. (15)

Xalr = Mm2 cos Orjm + Ma, sin Aria + LJ2jar (7) It; is clear that the transformation1 equations are valid,

- Mm2 Sil Orim ± cos Ora + L2ib r8legardless of tile fornl olf the voltages anld currenlts. WithXI,r Ma~~2 ()these equations of translkformnation there IS, of course, a
wrhere direct relationlship) betweenl the actual stator variables anld
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br-aX1s a-axis does not restrict the use of the resulting equivalent cir-
cuits. If all q quantities are referred to the m winding (Nm
effective turns) and all d quantities are referred to the a

ar-axis winding (Na effective turns), the voltage-equations can
then be expressed as

er sas = pXqs + rimias (24)
q-andx Vds = PXds + riaids (25)

vqr = PXqr/- Na Xdr'P+ r,mi2qr (26)

Na (7Vdr PXdr' + - Xqr POr + r2air (27)

d-axis where
Fig. 2. Axes of unsymmetrical 2-phase 2-pole induction machine. LisLlmias + LMrn(iqs + iqr')(28)

the ds and qs variables. Although this change in the nota- Xds = Liaids + LMa(ids + idr) (29)
tion of the stator quantities is not necessary, it is conven-

Xqr = Lmi + LMm(iqs + iqr') (30)
ient in that it provides a d and q notation for both the 2

stator and the rotor variables. Xdr L2aidr + LMa(ids + idr/) (31)
In the case of induction machines, a d-q axis does not in which

imply an axis of reference fixed in the rotor as is the con-
notation with synchronous machines. However, when the Nm
frame of reference is fixed in the stator, the a and / sub- LMrnNm Mm2 (32)
scripts may be preferable. If so, the d and q notation which
is used in this development can readily be changed to an LMa NaM (33)
a and / notation. For example, subscript la might be N2
used, instead of ds; 2a, instead of dr; 1/3, instead of qs; anid where Lim is the the leakage iiiductance of the m windinlg
2,B, instead of qr. and Lia is the leakage inductance of the a winding.

If (9) through (12) are used to transform the voltages The following equations define the referred quantities in
and currents of both the stator and the rotor to a reference (24) through (31):
frame fixed in the stator, the following equations are ob-
tained: vq/ Nm

=q N2 Vqr (34)
vqs = pXqs + rlm,qs (16) 2

Vds = PXds + r,aid, (17) i, = N2 (35)
Vgr = PXqr - XdrPOr + 722iqr (18)

Vdr = PXdr + X,rpO, + r22idr (19) r2 = (N) r22 (36)
where N2

Xqs = Lmiqs + MM2iqr (20) L2m= (N-) L22 (37)

Xds = Laids + Ma2idr (21) Na
Vdr = Vdr (38)

Xqr = L2iqr + Mm2iqs (22) N2

Xdr = L2idr + Ma2ids. (23) id = N2-idr ldr (39)
In the development of induction machine equivalent Na

circuits, it is customary to refer all quantities to the stator /Na\2
windings. If the machine is symmetrical, the quantities na=\N2J r2)
can be referred to either stator winding by the same turns
ratio. In the case of the unsymmetrical 2-phase machine, La= (Na') L2 (41)
however, the stator windings do not have the same N/
number of effective turns. Although in some inlstances it where L22 iS the rotor leakage inductanlce. Also, it canl be
may be desirable to refer all quantities to one of tbe stator shownl that
windings, in this development, the q quantities will be
referred to them winding and the d quantities will be re- LM= (NQ'L\2(4)
ferred to the a winding. This is a matter of preference and \Nm/(4)
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NM er XOia8
r L L Nmi dr r3 r idr = (dr - 1Md) (8im Lm 2m a 2m X2a

+, + - + where
vqsqs ~~Lm qr v~r(9q5mtL"m qr vqr I'Mq = XMm(iqs + iqr) (49)

q-aXiS {I'Md = XMa(ids + idr')- (50)

In these equations,
N

rta Lta L2a Nm qrP(3r ra 4Vqs = WeXqs. (51)

- + + where Cwe is the base electrical angular velocity correspond-
v ds , Ldr , ing to rated frequency.vds ma dr If (45) through (48) are substituted for the currents in

- (24) through (27) and in (49) and (50) and if (24) through
d-axis (27) are then solved for lIqs) tI'ds) 'Iqr', and tI/dr',the follow-

Fig. 3. Equivalent circuits (d and q) of unsymmetrical 2-phase ing computer equations are obtained:
induction machine, reference frame fixed in stator.

41s=CeVqs + r,('PMq -1s (2
Ratio Na/Nm appears in (27) and (42); its reciprocal ap- qs = rimi+bqs)] (52)

pears in (26). When considering specifically a single-phase
induction motor, it may be preferable to use the standard 'Pds =- e Vds + a (Md ds) (53)
notation for this ratio; that is, P XIa

Na (43) Iqr' = -[ar ± NmW dr + Xr (4/Mq - 4)1 (54)

Equations (24) through (31) suggest the equivalent cir- lI'' We= Vdr Na r qrI + a Md-dr) (55)
cuit shown in Fig. 3. An expression for the instantaneous p NmWe X2a
electromagnetic torque can be obtained by applying the
principle of virtual displacement. This relation, which is where
positive for motor action, is expressed ,1,Mq = Xqr s + Yr) (56)

T = § (- Xqr idr - N Xdr iar ) (44) d a - )
2 NMNa Vlds~~~~~~~PM=Xd 4'dr'(7

where P is the number of poles.
X

Xa X2a /
The transient and steady-state characteristics of an in which

idealized unsymmetrical 2-phase induction machine are
described by (24) through (31) and by (44). The complete x - (58
dynamic characteristics are obtained by relating the - (1/XMm) + (1/Xim) + (1/X2m)
electromagnetic torque, load torque, and speed (po,). 1

Xda = (59)
COMPUTER REPRESENTATION OF AN UNSYMMETRICAL (1/XMa) + (l/Xia) + (1/X2a)'

2-PHASE INDUCTION MACHINE In these equations, X, is the rotor speed in electrical radians

It is convenient to develop the computer representa- per second.
tion of the unsymmetrical 2-phase induction machine and Although the currents can also be eliminated from the
then modify this representation to simulate various types torque expression, it is generally desirable to observe the
of single-phase applications. The computer equations four currents. Therefore, it is convenient to obtain the
which can be used to simulate the unsymmetrical machine instantaneous torque by using
are obtained by first solving (28) through (31) for the cur- T P 1 INa /i/Nm \
rents; hence, 2 W9e\Nm lPq,Zdr - lI/dr 1qr ) (60)

= X(g&S-7 t'MQ) (45) The computer representation is given in Fig. 4, where

a = Xqm/X2rn e = r,mWde/X,m
is= Xa ('Pds - /Md) (46) b = Xqrn/X,n f = NmWe/Na

~~qr =(lI~~qr' - lI~~~M~) (47) ~C = rimWde/Xim 9 = 1l/Xim
2m ~~~~~~d=e h1=/X/m
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r<~~~~~~~

C~~X A

Fig. 4. Computer representation of unsymmetrical 2-phase induction machine.

j XdaXlan= Nacoe/Nm Although the computer representation is versatile, the

k = Xda/Xi 0 =l/Xia simulation does not provide for the opening or reclosing of
a stator phase. When this type of machine is used as a

I = riaWe/Xil p = 1/X,a single-phase motor, one of the stator windings may be dis-
connected after the machine has reached 60 to 80 percent
of synchronous speed. Therefore, in order to investigate

r = PNm/2NaC0e. the complete acceleration characteristics of this type of
.. . . . . . ~~~~~~~motor,it is necessary to simulate the opening of one of theNo provision is made for possible sign inversion because of sttor indings.

the multipliers. This representation can be used to study . .dg
the transient and steady-state characteristics of the ideal- If it is unnecessary to consider reclosing, the opening of
ized unsymmetrical 2-phase induction machine. The sim- a stator phase can be simulated by a simple modification of

ulation is applicable, regardless of the form or of the time the computer representation given in Fig. 4. If, for ex-
r4a1nf.;nn,A;nQ ~.f+cy"al -y--1nro; ample, the current id, (-1/a) iS zero, then (57) becomesrelationships of the appliedl stator voltages. Moreover, ifape h urn i a)i eo hn(7 eoe

transformation equations (11) and (12) are implemented Md=Xda* 'kr(1
for the rotor-applied voltages, the simulation may be used Ad=X Ar(1
to study the characteristics of a doubly fed unsymmetrical
2-phase induction machine. Saturation will not be con- where
sidered in this development. However, the important 1
effects of a nonlinear magnetic circuit may be incorporated Xda* = (2
into the computer simulation by direct extension and by (1/XMa) + (1/X,a). (2
modification of the methods which have been reported Therefore, an opening of the a winding at a normal cur-
[4], [5], [11]-[13]. rent 0 (which may be interpreted as an opening of the
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auxiliary winding) can be represented by replacing, in the tion machine is designed primarily for single-phase
simulation, (57) with (61) at the instant ids becomes 0. The applications, it is beneficial to stipulate any changes in
necessary switching can be implemented on the computer the basic equations and in the computer representation
by incorporating either comparator or differential-type which may be necessary to describe and investigate the
relays. With this method of simulation, a voltage will appear behavior of several types of single-phase machines. In the
at the output of the amplifiers making up Pds and ids after following sections, the m winding and the a winding will be
computer switching has occurred. These voltages are considered as the main winding and auxiliary winding,
meaningless and can be disregarded, since neither is used respectively.
in the simulation after switching. It is evident, therefore,
that this particular method of simulation cannot be used Single-Phase Stator Winding
to represent the reclosing of the stator phase.
A simulation which is applicable for both the opening machine with one stator winding can be derived by a pro-and reclosing of a stator phase also can be obtained by ceur siia. ota hc a sdfrteusm

modifying the basic machine setup. Assuming that a phase metricalase machine odc oaed fromethe
current ceases to flow after normal current 0 the modifica- etions deveope for thecunymmetrical 2-phe.. .~~~equations developed for the unsymmetrical 2-phasetions amount to maintaining the current at 0 by replacing machine. If the stator is equipped with only the main
the source voltage with the open-circuit voltage, in the winding, the following voltage equations can be derived:
computer simulation. If, for example, at the instant ids is
0, Vds is replaced in the simulation by the voltage which vqs = pXqs + rimiqs (66)
appears across the mutual inductance, the current id, will Vqr = PxqrI Xdr"P°r + r,iqr' (67)
be forced to remain at 0. The open-circuit voltage of the
a winding is Vdr/ = PXdr" + Xqr POr + r2midri (68)

Vds = Va = Ids. (63) where
(e Xqs = Llmiqs + LMm(iqs + iqr') (69)

However, since id, is 0, Xqr = L2mlqr' + Lmm(iqs + iqr) (70)

Akds = =Md XMaidr'* (64) Xdr = L2midr" + LMmidr"' (71)

Therefore, the open-circuit voltage can be written In this case, the torque can be expressed as

XMa
gdr'. (65) T

XMa + X2a We T = 2 (Xer idr - Xdr ier/) (72)

Since PP'dr' is available on the computer, (65) is ob- In the preceding equations, the double prime is used to
tained without differentiation. Therefore, an opening of the deniote d quantities referred to the main winding. It is
a winding can be simulated by incorporating a relay to apparent however that since
switch Vds from the source voltage to the openi-circuit volt-
age, (65), at the instant id, becomes zero. With this method, Vd_Na (3
the flux linkages and the current of the open-circuited Vd- NM dr (73)
winding are maiintained correctly on the computer; NM.
the simulation is valid for reclosing. idr =- dr (74)
The preceding development is given specifically for an Na

opening and reclosing of the- a winding of the stator; Na
it is clear that an identical procedure can be used to Xdr'= N dr (75)
simulate the opening and reclosing of the in winding.
This method of representing the opening and reclosing of therefore, (66) through (72) can also be obtained by
one or both of the stator phases can be used to investigate deleting all ds variables in the equations for the unsym-
modes of operation other than stator switching durinig the metrical 2-phase induction machine and referring all
starting period. For example, this simulation can be used quantities to the m winding.
to study the effects of reversing the polarity of a stator- This type of machine can be represented either by im-
applied voltage or to represent electronic switching de- plementing (66) through (72) or by simulating an un.sym-
vices which might be used in the stator phases. metrical 2-phase machine with provisions to hold the cur-

rent in the auxiliary winding at zero (id, = 0). If motorSINGLEPHAsINDUCTIONMACHINES01)erati0n iS to be investigated, the rotor windings are
The basic equations and the computer representation for short circuited. Thus,

the unsymmetrical 2-phase induction machine have beenVd'= =0(6
established without regard to a specific application of this vr g'=0(6
type of machine. Since the unsymmetrical 2-phase induc- v<s= Vm (77)
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where vm is the actual source voltage which is applied to the R2 C2
main winding of the machine. ids
Split-Phase Induction Motor ic |+ L ~~~~+A split-phase induction motor can be simulated directly v
from the representation of the unsymmetrical 2-phase vds' S R c vd s
machine. The rotor windings are short circuited. Thus,

I

_

VdrT = V rI= 0. (78) Fig. 5. Capacitor connections for capacitor-start-capacitor-run
The stator windings are connected in parallel and, in induction motor.

order to obtain counterclockwise rotation of the rotor (see motor the rotor windings are short circuited; thus,
Fig. 1),

Va Vm. (79) vd' = Vqr1 0 (87)

Thus Vds' =
VM

(88)
Vds(= Vqs = Vm 80) where vm is the actual source voltage which, in this case, isVds - V m (80) applied to the main winding and the series combination

where vm is the actual source voltage which, in this case, of the capacitor and the auxiliary winding.
is applied to both the main and auxiliary windings. It is clear that the capacitor is incorporated directly into

If the auxiliary winding is disconnected after the ma- the simulation [(86) ] and, of course, can be varied without
chine has reached 60 to 80 percent of synchronous speed, regard to transformation equations. The methods which
the switching can be simulated by one of the methods pre- have been outlined can be used to simulate the discon-
viously outlined. necting of the auxiliary winding from the source.

The extensions necessary to include capacitor-start-
Capacitor-Start and Capacitor-Start-CapacitorRun capacitor-run induction motors are straight forward. In
Inducetion Motors this type of machine, two capacitors are connected in
With a capacitor connected in series with the auxiliary parallel (Fig. 5). Resistances R1 and R2 are the resistances of

winding, the following equations can be written: capacitors C1 and C2, respectively. The switch S is pro-
vided to disconnect Cl after the machine has accelerated tovat = Vc + Va (81) some predetermined speed. This switching can be sim-

where ulated in detail by allowing the current ic, to control com-

WeXc puter switching. However, in most cases it is sufficient to
Vc = Rcia + Ca- (82) change the effective series resistance and capacitance at a

P normal phase current-zero (in this instance when id, = 0).
In these equations If the rotor windings of the circuits shown in Fig. 3 are

short circuited and if the circuit shown in Fig. 5 is con-vc =the voltage across the capacitor, nected directly to the d-axis circuit of Fig. 3, the resulting
Va'= the voltage applied to the series combination of circuits are the d- and q-axis equivalent circuits of a capaci-

the capacitor and auxiliary winding, and tor-start-capacitor-run induction motor with the frame
R= the resistance of the capacitor. of reference fixed in the stator; Vd,' = V,S = vm is the actual

Since applied voltage. The equivalent circuit can be used to study
the transient and steady-state behavior of this type ofVd, = -Va (83) machine and, since all parameters are incorporated

ids = -ia (84) directly, the equivalent circuit (or the computer repre-
sentation of the equivalent circuit) can be used to show theand if effect of variation in any parameter.

Vds' = Va' (85) RESULTS OF COMPUTER STUDY
the voltage VdS can be written The results of an analog computer study are included to

CoeXc (86 illustrate the facility of the computer representations whichVds= ds'- Rcid,- ts(6 have been developed. Table I gives data about the ma-
P ~~~~~chine which was simulated.

The computer representation of an unsymmetrical 2- Table II gives the equivalent series resistance and re-
phase induction motor having a capacitor connected in actance for a capacitor-start-capacitor-run operation. All
series with the a winding is obtained by incorporating (8f6) resistances and reactances are expressed in ohms. The
with the equations for the unsymmetrical 2-phase induc- steady-state performance of this particular motor is
tion machine. In the case of a capacitor-start induction considered in [9] and [10].
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TABLE I Steady-State Characteristics
1/4-HP 110-VoLT 60-c/s 4-POLE MOTOR

The steady-state torque vs. speed characteristics for
Main Winding ri,m = 2.02 XMm = 66.8 r2,,, = 4.12 several types of stator connections are shown in Figs. 6

Xim = 2.79 X2m = 2.12 through 9. In particular, Fig. 6 shows the steady-state
Auxiliary ria = 7.14 XMa = 92.9 r2a = 5.74 tq .
Winding Xia = 3.22 NaI/Nm = 1.18 X2a = 2.95 torque vs speed characteristics with a sigle-phase stator

winding (main winding); Fig. 7 shows the torque vs. speed
characteristics for split-phase operation. Figures 8 and 9

TABLE II show the steady-state torque vs. speed characteristics with
fixed values of resistance and capacitance connected in

Capacitor-Start Capacitor-Run series with the auxiliary winding. The characteristics in
RC = 3.0 RC = 9 Fig. 8 are for the values of resistance and capacitance
Xc= 14.5 X, = 172 given for capacitor-start operation; the characteristics

given in Fig. 9 are for the values given for capacitor-run
operation.
At nonzero rotor speeds, the steady-state torque

pulsates about an average value at twice the frequency
r' *___-_-|-_ - ~-~t _4-~i of the applied voltages. The vertical lines in Figs. 6 through

9 are the computer traces of the pulsating torque. The
average torque is given by the dashed lines which have been
drawn on each computer recording.

Free-Acceleration Characteristics
In order to obtain the dynamic characteristics, it is

necessary to relate torque and speed. Thus, since

2r;g; ~~~~~- ;__41-. Jpw, + TLT=-p T- L (89)

Fig ..6._Stad stat toqu vs,_ _.speed characteristics fr iThsigl T2

=_-: T 1- 1 : L{ -I T

phase stator winding.

4 11~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1

i t 1 14n 1

Fig. 7. Steady-state torque Vs. speed characteristics for split- Fig. 8. Steady-state torque vs. speed characteristics with series
phase operation. capacitor equal to start capacitor
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where TL is the load torque and J is the total inertia, the
necessary computer equation is

Wr 1

We (2/P) JWeP (
I j4ti_

In this study, the total iniertia was selected as J = 1.46 X

as 0i.1400 141l-;:I:- tui0.;i1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
10-2 kM2.

Also, it was assumed that the applied voltage is expressed
8$ +,l_ WLIlpl-l-,+^it,,l'.0 + X 0t'--"~~~~~~~~~~~~~4I--C ;Xas

Vm V=2 110 cos Wet.

Figure 10 shows the torque vs. speed characteristics for
free acceleration from the stall of the capacitor-start in-
duction motor. In this case, the auxiliary wiiiding was dis-
connected at the first current-zero after the machine had - 4 l
reached 75 percent of synchronous speed. Fig. 11 (a) shows
the torque vs. time; Fig. 11 (b) shows the speed vs. time; (a)
and Fig. 11 (c) shows the voltage across the start-capacitor
for this mode of operation. Similar characteristics are
shown for the capacitor-start-capacitor-runi inductionof t
motor in Figs. 12 and 13. In this study the values of the t 4f4;
equivalent series resistor and capacitor were changed from - I I V 22ii 4'V
capacitor-start to capacitor-runi at the first current 0 (id, 4I
-0) after the machine had reached 75 percent of syn- -I ivt I Lt' I

chronous speed. IV' IlVIj''

I 1

v~~~~~~t_I H TFI

Fig.9. Steady-state torque vs.speed characteristics with series _W~
capacitor equal to run capacitor.i ,: ; - $

T~I, T <

(c
_ t 11 111 IXIFI| ~Fig. 11. Free-acceleration characteristics of capacitor-start in-

_ < )apa~~~~~~~~~dctionmtor (a) orquievs (time ()Speed vs. time. (c)

Fig. 10. Free-acceleration torque Vs. speed characteristics for
capacitor-start induction motor.
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~~~~~~I T- .

Fig. 12. Free-acceleration torque vs. speed characteristics for t t
capacitor-start-capacitor-run induction motor.

(a)
Stator Phase Opened and Reclosed

In this study, the machine was allowed to establish .'
steady-state operation at a fixed speed with only the main
winding energized. With the speed held constant, the main ........
winding was disconnected at a normal current 0 (iqs = 0).
Figures 14 and 15 show the decay of the open-circuit ter-
minal voltage with the speed held constant at 0.4 pu (Fig. :
14) and at 0.8 pu (Fig. 15).

Figures 16, 17, and 18 show the current and torque during |
an opening and subsequent reclosing of the main winding. :
For the results shown in Figs. 16 and 17, the speed was ... ..

held fixed at 0.4 pu and the source voltage was reapplied in
10 ms (Fig. 16) and in 27 ms (Fig. 17) after the opening of |7
the main winding. Similar results are shown in Fig. 18 for .t
a constant speed of 0.8 pu. H'Vt

CONCLUSION t,~JL{t-: IA Xt fX
The equations which describe the transient and steady- (b)

state behavior of unsymmetrical 2-phase induction ma-
chines have been set forth, and an analog computer repre I,--! J_:

sentation has been developed from them. The equivalent
circuits and the computer representation of the unsym- i-I---L Ii P-
metrical 2-phase induction machine are quite gen- I. I
eral and can be readily modified to study a variety of V
applications of this type of machine. Although this facility
has been demonstrated specifically for several single-phase
induction motors, other perhaps less common modes of
operation can also be investigated. For example, the
equivalent circuits and the computer representation of the F 1
unsymmetrical 2-phase induction machine are valid, re-
gardless of the form or the time relationships of the stator-
applied voltages; generator action can be studied; and even

ofn;deieor both of the stator phases.prisivsiaino
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.,. 9... 1D> CA.P"l N-INB: ;T u -1`4 1 ,+; +,, . . ; '' ' ~ ' ;t ;-|t !tl ¢¢¢"ING -IS J40vd~-

WiRiXH#A~~~~~~~~~J
;< m m E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;

D[E1teA .~~~~~~~~~
Fig. 14. Open-circuit voltage of main winding: speed =0.4 pu.-ffwv* w_n _.................................................................... ._. ... .. _.4 FX

-f-tw+-X
j | _ 0.02SEC.~~~~~~
,* § OPENCIRCUIT ~ ~ ~ ~~~Hi X L ~~~~~t r}l 7

Fig.16 . Openingandrecuitnglagof main winding: speed= 0.4pu;elsn.n1 s
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4,...$rafo 9,4 Pjl prjiTY K Ndt: ii 1N N,+ --f.i!.ii4t t-- 4t t! -3'lll4 -

- IIlS Lj I'd'44<

z

N l~~~~~~~~~11HIit' f Ht iiNII Jd1Tm 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ H- --T411
e | _ 0~~~~~~~~~~.02S EC. _o

OPEN CIRCUIT

| VOLTAGE APPLIED

I NJ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

2~~~~~~~~~

V4 41 4

Fig. 17. Opening and reclosing of main winding: speed = 0.4 pu; reclosing in 27 ms.

TT-. -t |+t A44 t-t t:tL-F t.

0- ~~~ rr~~~ ~~F V

(a)~~~~~4

_0.02 SEC.
OPEN CIRCUIT

I I VVOLTAGE APPE LIED
t+T-_ F W -eLF 2_ Xl 7WX :T-i--

(b)

| * I OPEN CIRCUI~I T7

Fig. 18. Opening and reclosing of main winding: speed =0.8 pu.
(a) Reclosing in 10.5 ms. (b) Reclosing in 28 ms.
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The use of the analog computer as an instructional aid Apparatus and Systems), vol. 75, pp. 1178-1184, December1956.
to demonstrate the dynamic performance of various types [12] Ibid., see Discussion by C. H. Thomas, p. 1182.
of electric machines is of academic importance. The repre- [13] P. C. Krause, "Simulation techniques for unbalanced electricalmachinery," Ph.D. dissertation, Univ. of Kansas, Lawrence,
sentations which have been developed for single-phase 1961.
induction machine enable demonstration of the complete
dynamic performance of an important and widely used
type of electric machine.
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